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Abstract

Probabilistic service life analyses for assessing the risk of chloride-induced cor-

rosion in uncracked concrete are often realized using the well-known chloride

ingress model of the fib Model Code for Service Life Design. In practice, how-

ever, concrete includes cracks, which alter the resistance of the concrete

against the chloride ingress. In the past, different approaches to account for

preexisting cracks, were developed. In this study, these modeling approaches

are summarized and compared in context of the probabilistic service life prog-

nosis. Furthermore, a new approach to account for cracks by theoretically

adapting the convection zone is presented. This study demonstrates that the

choice of model extension to account for cracks vastly influences the predic-

tion results and shows the limits of application of the current extensions.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Chloride-induced corrosion of reinforcing steel in concrete
is known to be one of the major causes of serious deteriora-
tion of reinforced concrete structures exposed to marine
environment or deicing salts during winter. In uncracked
concrete, chlorides are transported mainly through diffu-
sion and convection-diffusion, when rapid changes occur
in relative humidity and temperature. Hence, for practical
service life predictions chloride ingress is modeled as diffu-
sive process and often Gauss error function (erf) based
models are used to predict the chloride content as a

function of concrete depth. For these models, the diffusion
coefficient is the most important material input parameter.
Models for an engineering service life prediction, such as
one given in the fib Model Code for Service Life Design1

(hereafter referred to as fib chloride model), are coupled
with probabilistic reliability analysis. Such analyses allow
to account for uncertainties associated with input variables
such as material properties, environmental factors, and the
geometry of the structure. The determined probability of
chloride induced depassivation of the reinforcement is con-
servatively defined as the probability of failure, as it indi-
cates the corrosion initiation.

In reinforced concrete structures, cracks can hardly be
avoided. Cracks on the concrete surface can be caused by
several factors such as shrinkage, temperature gradients, or
mechanical loading.2,3 Cracks increase the diffusion coeffi-
cient, which significantly depends on parameters such as
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crack width, crack roughness, crack tortuosity, and crack
path connectivity.4 To account for cracks in chloride
ingress models, the diffusion coefficient is often modified.
A smeared diffusion coefficient can be determined experi-
mentally by fitting the erf-solution to the chloride profiles
in the cracked area. Alternatively, the smeared diffusion
coefficient of the analytical composite media theory con-
siders the diffusion coefficients in the crack and in the con-
crete proportionally to their fraction of the exposed surface
area. Gérard and Marchand5 presented this approach for
traversing cracks and theoretically analyzed their influence
on transport of ions in saturated concrete. Lu et al.,6 Gao
et al.,7 and Park et al.,8 adapted this model and used it also
for V-shaped cracks caused by bending.

Crack influence factors (CIFs), give the ratio of the
smeared diffusion coefficient to the diffusion coefficient
in uncracked concrete. Both diffusion coefficients can be
derived by the fitting of experimental determined chlo-
ride profiles. The diffusion coefficient used in the erf-
solution is then multiplied with the CIF to account for
the presence of cracks. Several researchers have deter-
mined CIFs as a function of the crack width.9–15

In the literature, several studies with probabilistic reli-
ability analyses have been carried out to account for cracks
in concrete structures. The results from these studies are
hardly comparable. For instance, using the CIF of Kwon
et al.12 showed for a wharf structure, that the change in
crack width from 0.0 to 0.3 mm reduces the predicted ser-
vice life for a probability of failure of 10% in the crack
region from 84.5 years to only 13 years. Schmiedel et al.10

determined the probability of failure of a 36 year old
bridge in the uncracked and cracked zone with CIFs. In
the intact concrete, the probability of failure was about
9%, whereas in the cracked area, it increased to 45% and
49% for crack widths of 0.2 and 0.3 mm, respectively.
Using the composite approach, Lu et al.,6 predicted that
the service life of a bridge beam would be reduced by 12%
when the effect of load-induced cracks was considered.

Different approaches to account for cracks in the erf-
solution can be found in the literature. Whether these
approaches will provide comparable results, when used
in the fib chloride model, is however unclear. In practical
engineering, the fib chloride model is widespread and
therefore the application of the model extensions for this
model must be evaluated. In this study, the fib chloride
model for uncracked concrete is used as the basis for the
extensions, which account for preexisting cracks. Differ-
ent approaches are discussed in detail. This includes the
adaption of the diffusion coefficient with the composite
approach or the CIF approach and a new approach
adapting the convection zone. Using the presented model
extensions, a case study for the service life prediction of
concrete with preexisting crack is developed. This allows
the comparison of the probabilities of failure according to

the different approaches. Furthermore, a distinction
between the service life of the cracked region and the
whole structure is made and the different model exten-
sions are discussed in each of these contexts. Finally,
drawbacks of these model extensions are extensively dis-
cussed, and future research needs are highlighted.

2 | f ib CHLORIDE MODEL FOR
UNCRACKED CONCRETE

In uncracked concrete, it is acknowledged that diffusion is
the principal mechanism beyond the near surface zone.16

Fick's second law of diffusion is usually applied in
Equation (1) with presented boundary conditions to quantify
the chloride concentration C(x,t) (kg/m3 of pore solution) in
the aqueous phase at a certain position and time.1,16–20
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where, De (m
2/s) is the effective diffusion coefficient, Θ

[�] is the porosity, ∂Cb
∂C [�] is the binding capacity of the

cement-based material, Cb (kg/m3 of paste/mortar/con-
crete) is the bound chloride concentration and Dapp (m

2/s)
is the apparent diffusion coefficient. Additionally to tortu-
osity effects, the apparent diffusion coefficient accounts
for binding of chlorides, which can vary with time.19,21

Although the model in Equation (1) simplifies the overall
process of chloride transport in concrete structures, it is
widely used for service life predictions.20

The analytical solution of Equation (1) is given in
Equation (2). This solution is commonly used and
referred to as erf-solution. The erf-solution assumes
(1) that the domain is semi-infinite, but for 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dappt

p � l,
it is a good predictor for finite-width systems,20 (2) that
concrete is homogeneous in structure, (3) fully saturated,
(4) that the apparent diffusion coefficient Dapp is indepen-
dent of the humidity of concrete, chloride concentration
and temperature, while the binding isotherm is linear,
(5) that C(x,t = 0) is zero, and (6) that the surface concen-
tration Cs (wt.-% of binder) is constant.17,18,22,23

C x, tð Þ¼Cs 1� erf
x

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dapp � tp

 !" #
ð2Þ

To take the material and environmental induced changes
into Dapp, the experimentally determined rapid chloride
migration coefficient DRCM,0 (m2/s) in the fib chloride
model transformed to a time-dependent Dapp,c (m2/s)
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according to Equation (3). The instantaneous Dapp,c

obtained from Equation (3) is derived from chloride pro-
files, which are obtained as a result of the exposure till
the date of inspection. While Equation (2) still remains as
the exact the analytical solution of Equation (1), in case
of time dependent diffusion coefficient,23 Equation (3) is
purely an empirical extension.17,24

Dapp,c ¼ exp be
1

Tref
� 1
Treal

� �� �
DRCM,0 � kt t0

t

� �α
ð3Þ

Where be is a regression variable (K), Tref and Treal are
the reference and ambient temperature in (K), kt is the
transfer variable [�], t0 and t are the reference time and
the target time for the prediction (years) and α is the
aging exponent [�].

Measured chloride profiles often show a deviation
from the erf-solution in the region close to the exposed
surface due to the convective process of wetting and
drying.1,25 Therefore, at the depth of the convection
zone Δx (mm), a substitute surface concentration Cs,Δx

(wt.-% of binder) is used in the fib chloride model.
Another empirical adjustment of the erf-solution used
in the fib chloride model is the consideration of the ini-
tial chloride content C0 (wt.-% of binder). Further, in
context of the limit state for the service life prediction,
the prediction of the chloride content at cover depth
a (mm) is sufficient. Hence, Equation (2) is adapted in
Reference 1 as given below:

C a, tð Þ¼C0þ CS,Δx �C0ð Þ 1�erf
a�Δx

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dapp,c � t

p
 !" #

ð4Þ

For uncracked concrete, Equation (4) can be used in con-
junction with the probabilistic approach to predict the ser-
vice time for a threshold probability of failure pf due to
chloride-induced rebar depassivation. The same procedure
can be used for the service life prediction of cracked con-
crete if Equation (4) or its input parameters are adapted.
In both cases, the limit-state equation (Equation (5)) com-
pares the critical chloride concentration Ccrit (wt.-
%/binder) to the actual chloride concentration at the depth
of the rebar at a time of service life C(x = a, t = tSL).

pdep ¼ p Ccrit�C a, tSLð Þ<0f g< pf ,lim tSLð Þ ð5Þ

Probabilistic reliability analyses can be easily carried out by
Monte Carlo simulation with Equation (5) as limit state
equation. Alternatively, the First-Order Reliability Method
or the Second-Order Reliability Method can be used as a
sufficient approximation. The input parameters are random
variables described with appropriate distribution functions.

3 | EXTENSION OF THE fib
CHLORIDE MODEL FOR CRACKED
CONCRETE

To apply the fib chloride model, which is discussed in
section 2, Equation (4) can be used by either adapting the
apparent diffusion coefficient Dapp,c to account for pre-
existing cracks or by adapting the convection zone Δx.
Both these approaches and their variations are explained
in the following section and discussed in the context of
the probabilistic service life analysis.

3.1 | Determination of the smeared
diffusion coefficient

The smeared diffusion coefficient Dsmeared is often used to
adapt the apparent diffusion coefficient Dapp,c of the fib
chloride model. The theoretical basis of the two
approaches to determine Dsmeared are explained in the fol-
lowing section.

3.1.1 | Composite approach

All composite approaches to determine Dsmeared are based
on the composite media theory using the approach pro-
posed by Gérard and Marchand.5 In their approach, the
diffusion process is considered to be one-dimensional.
The smeared effective diffusion coefficient De,smeared is
determined for the area around a crack, consisting of
a parallel arrangement of a crack and the uncracked
concrete, see Figure 1. Further assumptions include
that the cracks are through cracks and completely satu-
rated. De,smeared is then given as Equation (6).

De,smeared ¼Auncr �De,uncrþAcr � De,cr

AuncrþAcr
ð6Þ

where Auncr and Acr are the surface area of the uncracked
and cracked area (m2), respectively and De,uncr and De,cr

FIGURE 1 Schematic illustration of the composite approach

according to Gérard and Marchand5
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are the effective diffusion coefficients of the uncracked
concrete and in the crack (m2/s), respectively.

Djerbi et al.26 performed stationary migration tests
with different specimens with and without separation
cracks and different crack widths to determine De,smeared

and De,uncr. Using Equation (6), the authors derived a
relationship between De,cr and the crack width w (μm),
which appears to be independent of material effects, tor-
tuosity, and crack roughness.

De,cr wð Þ ¼ 2e�11 �w�4e�10 30μm≤w≤ 80μm
≈ 14e�10 w>80μm

�
ð7Þ

Gao et al.7 and Lu et al.6 determined a smeared apparent
diffusion coefficient referred here as Dsmeared for the whole
structure based on the approach of Gérard and Marchand
using the crack width wk (mm) of bending cracks induced
by service load and the maximum crack spacing sr,max

(mm) according to Eurocode 2.27 In their studies, effective
and apparent diffusion coefficients are combined as in
Equation (8) resulting in time dependent diffusion
Dsmeared. Both studies suggest, that Equation (8) can be
used in combination with Equation (7) to determine
Dsmeared as an input-parameter for the erf-solution and
consequently also for the fib chloride model. Approaches
using Equation (8) in combination with Equation (7) are
later referred to as composite approach Lu/Gao.

Dsmeared ¼De,uncrþ wk

sr,max
De,cr�Dapp,uncr
� 	 ð8Þ

Equation (8) can be transformed to Equation (9), where
Acr and Atotal are the cracked and the total area of the
exposed concrete surface. Approaches using Equation (9)
in combination with Equation (7) are later referred to as
composite approach.

Dsmeared ¼De,uncrþ Acr

Atotal
De,cr�Dapp,uncr
� 	 ð9Þ

In the fib chloride model, Dapp,c from Equation (3) is a time-
dependent value. Using the composite approaches, it must
be decided if the uncracked concrete, represented by DRCM,
or Dsmeared will be expressed in a time-dependent manner.
For the time-dependent composite approach, DRCM and
De,cr are combined to get Dsmeared using the composite
approach given in Equation (8) or Equation (9). Afterwards,
Dsmeared is used instead of DRCM in Equation (3) to deter-
mine Dapp,c. The aging term and the simplified Arrhenius
equation are therefore applied on both DRCM and De,cr. In
the constant composite approach, De,cr is not time-depen-
dent, which implies that the diffusion coefficient in the
crack is independent of the concrete age and ambient tem-
perature. In this case, DRCM is first converted to Dapp,c and
subsequently the composite approach is applied.

3.1.2 | The CIF approach to determine
the smeared diffusion coefficient

For the CIF approach, chloride profiles from structural sam-
pling or experiments are extracted at the location of a spe-
cific crack. For each chloride profile, an apparent Dsmeared

can be determined by fitting the erf-solution for a specific
inspection time. The CIF fcr is then the ratio of Dsmeared and
Dapp,uncr for uncracked concrete. Furthermore, fcr can also
be empirically derived as a function of the crack width w.

Dsmeared wð Þ¼ f cr wð Þ � Dapp,uncr ð10Þ

As an input parameter for Dapp,uncr, Dapp,c from
Equation (3) is used in the following. It must be
highlighted, that the influence of the crack, which is rep-
resented by fcr is always dependent on the time of inspec-
tion, when Dapp,smeared and Dapp,uncr were determined.

Schmiedel et al.10 determined the influence of cracks by
analyzing chloride profiles of a concrete road bridge, which
was treated with deicing salts in winter. They identify fcr
equal to 2.3 and 2.5 for crack widths of 0.2 and 0.3 mm,
respectively. Using Equation (10) with an interpolation of
fcr is in the following referred to as CIF Schmiedel et al.10

Kwon et al.12 investigated cracked slab surfaces of a
wharf structure in the marine spray area. For each crack
width between 0.0 and 0.3 mm chloride profiles were
obtained by drilling at the location of the crack. Based on
their analysis they proposed fcr as a function of crack
width w (mm).

f cr wð Þ¼ 31:61w2þ4:73wþ1
� 	

forw≥ 0:1mm ð11Þ

The use of Equation (10) along with Equation (11) in this
study is referred to as CIF Kwon et al.12 Zhang et al.13 took
chloride profiles from beams, which were conditioned
with 15 cycles, consisting of 1 week dry storage and 1 week
immersion in NaCl-solution. Based on their experiments,
they derived Equation (12) analogously to Kwon et al.12

f cr wð Þ¼ 47:18w2�8:18wþ1
� 	

forw≥ 0:1mm ð12Þ

Using Equation (10) along with Equation (12) in this
study is referred to as CIF Zhang et al.13

3.2 | Extending the convection zone
to the crack depth

The use of Dsmeared in the erf-solution as diffusion coeffi-
cient Dapp or in the fib chloride model as Dapp,c to account
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for cracks is well established. In contrast to this proce-
dure the approach of extending the convection zone Δx
to the crack depth dcr (mm), as shown in Figure 2, has
never been used for the adaption of the fib chloride
model for cracked concrete. The chloride concentration
at the crack tip equals in this approach CS,Δx , determined
from the uncracked area of the concrete. This is a conser-
vative approach, because the concentration of chloride
ions in the cracked zone tends to decrease with the
increase of crack depths and Δx is dependent on the
crack width.28 In this study, this approach is referred to
as dcr-adaption. Similar approaches are often used in
numerical simulations,29,30 in which the chloride concen-
tration of the concrete surface is applied at the crack sur-
face and the crack tip.

3.3 | Probabilistic analyses for concrete
with macro-cracks

Probabilistic analyses with cracked concrete can be con-
ducted for the cracked area or the whole concrete struc-
ture. The reliability analysis for the cracked area gives the
probability of failure for the limit state of chloride-induced

depassivation of the rebar, which is located directly under-
neath a certain crack. The reliability analysis for the whole
structure gives a general probability of failure due to
chloride-induced depassivation of rebars underneath the
entire concrete cover, which includes some cracks. To
account for the cracks in the concrete, either the distribu-
tion function of Dapp,c or the distribution function Δx is
adapted. For this, the crack parameters w and dcr should
be defined as random variables.

In the first approach Dapp,c from Equation (4) is
adapted to account for the cracks. For a reliability analy-
sis focusing on the cracked area, the input to Dapp,c is the
distribution function Dsmeared, which can be calculated
with the composite or CIF approaches. The distribution
function Dsmeared is then centered at a higher value than
the distribution function Duncr of the uncracked concrete
(see Figure 3).

If the reliability analysis is conducted for the whole
structure, it must be distinguished between the composite
and the CIF approaches. Using the composite approach,
the distribution function of Dsmeared can be calculated for
the whole structure, using Equation (8) with area ratio
wk

sr,max
as input parameter. Figure 3 illustrates that Dsmeared

for the whole structure peaks at a significant lower value
than the distribution of Dsmeared for the cracked area,
because in the latter the fraction of uncracked area con-
sidered is significantly smaller.

For the CIF approaches, a bimodal distribution
Duncr+smeared is created, which combines fractions of the
distribution functions Duncr and Dsmeared (see Figure 3). A
subset of the total number of samples n, which is equal to
the fraction of cracked surface pcr (%), are assigned with
values equal to Dsmeared. The rest of the samples corre-
spond to the distribution of Duncr. This approach is con-
venient with the Monte Carlo simulation.

FIGURE 2 Chloride concentration C in the cracked area (left)

and in the uncracked concrete (right), with the location of the

convection zone Δ�

FIGURE 3 Different approaches for probabilistic reliability analysis of cracked structures with the use of Dsmeared

SCHULTHEIß ET AL. 5



The dcr-adaption is a simple approach to account for
cracks in Equation (4) if the distribution function of the
crack depth dcr is known. The reliability analysis is car-
ried out by increasing the convection zone Δx to dcr. In
the area of a crack, the distribution function of dcr is used
as Δx (see Figure 4). If the reliability analysis is carried
out for the whole structure, pcr % of the samples are
assigned with values from dcr. The rest is assigned with
values from Δxuncr. Therefore, the resulting distribution
Δxuncr+cr has two maxima as shown in Figure 4. For all
scenarios of the dcr-adaption Dapp,c is calculated using
Equation (3).

4 | CASE STUDY AND RESULTS

4.1 | Problem statement

To compare the different approaches for cracked con-
crete and their application to the fib chloride model for
the service life prediction, example calculations were
carried out on a defined case study. The service life pre-
diction for both, only the cracked area and the whole
structure as explained in section 3, were conducted.
Subject of the case study is a reinforced concrete tubbing
segment of a tunnel located in the Netherlands
(Westerschelde), for which previously a service life pre-
diction was carried out for the uncracked concrete.31

Drilled through the soil, the exterior of the tubbing seg-
ments are located in areas exposed by chloride and
largely saturated with water. A probability of failure
after 50 years pf (t = 50 years) of exposure is determined
to be 0.74% for the uncracked concrete with a reliability
index β of about 2.4. The corresponding input parame-
ters from Reference 31 are given in Table 1 and used as
it is in this study to parameterize the fib chloride model.

The crack width w is for all approaches assumed with a
normal distribution (mean = 0.25 mm, standard devia-
tion: 0.015 mm). The mean value of this distribution
corresponds to the permissible crack width according to
Eurocode 2 for the exposure class XD2.27 The crack
depth dcr was conservatively assumed to cut through
90% of the concrete cover a. For the evaluation of the
whole structure, it was assumed that 0.65% of the con-
crete surface is covered with cracks. This equals an aver-
age crack spacing sr,max of about 3.8 cm for a crack
width of about 0.25 mm.

To predict pf(50) in the cracked area five different
approaches, as discussed in section 3, are compared. To
ensure that the results of these approaches are compa-
rable Dsmeared of the composite approaches is calculated
for a circular surface area (200 mm diameter) with a
crack, which crosses the circular area in the middle as
shown in Figure 5. This corresponds to the area investi-
gated if a chloride profile is taken by drilling on a crack
like it is done in the CIF approaches. For the sake of
clarity for all approaches, considered the corresponding
equations and additional parameters needed are sum-
marized in Table 2. Each reliability analysis was car-
ried out by a Monte Carlo simulation with 100,000
samples.

To predict the probability of failure at service life for
the whole structure with 0.65% of cracked surface, six
approaches were compared. All additional parameters
and equations used for the model adaptations are given
in Table 3. Each reliability analysis is conducted by a
Monte Carlo simulation with 100,000 samples.

Finally, a parametric study was carried out for all
approaches to investigate the influence of the proportion
of the cracked surface pcr on the probability of failure pf.
For the CIF and the composite approaches the crack
width follows the same distribution as previously given

FIGURE 4 Different approaches for probabilistic reliability analysis of cracked structures with the dcr-adaption
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in Table 3. In this scenario, pcr was varied from 0% to
100%. For the dcr-adaption, additionally the variation of
the crack depth dcr, in the range of 50%–95% of the cover
depth a, is investigated. For the tubbing segments, the
limit probability of failure after 50 years
pf,lim(t = 50 years) was set at 10% for this case study,
which corresponds to the recommended minimum reli-
ability index of β = 1.3 for the limit state of chloride-
induced depassivation.1

4.2 | Results: Cracked area

The reliability analysis for the cracked area gives the
predicted probability of failure after 50 years pf(50) for a
rebar, which is located directly underneath a certain
crack. For the approaches considered in this study
pf(50) for the same scenario ranges from 2.06% to 93.6%
(see Figure 6). In comparison, pf(50) for an uncracked
tubbing segment is only 0.74%. The time-dependent com-
posite approach predicts an increase of pf(50) by the fac-
tor 3 for the cracked area, which is the lowest prediction
result. The threshold probability of failure pf,lim(50) is

exceeded by the approach CIF Kwon et al.12 The other
CIF approaches predict up to four times smaller
pf(50) than the approach CIF Kwon et al.12 The constant
composite approach predicts by far the highest pf(50),
which vastly exceeds pf,lim(50). In comparison to the
uncracked concrete, pf(50) is increased by the factor
of 126.

The large variance of pf(50) for the presented
approaches is due to the different Dsmeared used. In
Figure 7(a,b), deterministically determined Dsmeared are
shown as a function of the crack width w for 5 and
50 years, respectively. For the investigated area of the
composite approaches as given in Table 2, it becomes evi-
dent that Dsmeared of all time-dependent approaches is
significantly reduced with time and consequently the
influence of the crack width starts to diminish. The con-
stant composite approach, however, shows a vastly
higher diffusion coefficient with increasing crack width
even after 50 years, because in this approach Dcr is con-
sidered as constant with time.

4.3 | Results: Whole structure

The reliability analysis for the whole structure gives
the probability of failure due to chloride-induced
depassivation of rebars beyond the concrete cover,
which includes some cracks. Figure 8 shows the results
for the reliability analysis of a tubbing segment with
0.65% cracked surface. The threshold probability of
failure pf,lim(50) of 10% is reached by the time-
dependent composite approach Lu/Gao and vastly
exceeded by the constant composite approach Lu/Gao.
The CIF approaches Zhang et al.,13 Kwon et al.,12 and

FIGURE 5 Investigated cracked area for composite approach,

which corresponds to the evaluated area in the CIF approaches

TABLE 1 Calculation example of a

reinforced concrete tubbing segment

from Ref. 31 Parameter (Unit) Distribution type

Input parameter of distribution

Mean Standard deviation Bound

DRCM (mm2/year) Normal distribution 150 30

kt (�) Constant 1.0 –

t0 (year) Constant 0.0767 –

α (�) Beta distribution 0.6 0.07 [0,1]

be (�) Normal distribution 4800 700

TIST (K) Normal distribution 282 7

Tref (K) Constant 293 –

Cs,Δx (wt.-%/c) Lognormal distribution 2.21 1.0

Δx (mm) Beta distribution 8.9 5.6 [0,50]

C0 (wt.-%/c) Constant 0 –

a (mm) Beta distribution 50 5 [0,250]

Ccrit (wt.-%/c) Beta distribution 0.6 0.15 [0,2]

SCHULTHEIß ET AL. 7



Schmiedel et al.10 predict only insignificantly higher
pf(50) than for the uncracked concrete. For the same
amount of cracked surface, the increase of pf(50) is less
than factor 2, if the convection zone in the crack is
extended to the crack depth.

4.4 | Parametric study

The parametric study is carried out to investigate the
influence of the fraction of the cracked surface pcr on the
probability of failure pf(50). The results for the different

TABLE 2 Additional parameters and equations needed for the different approaches to adapt Dapp,c for the cracked area

Additional parameter Used as Dapp,c in Equation (4)

Uncracked concrete None = Equation (3)

Time-dependent composite approach Atotal = π�(200/2)2 (mm2)
Acr = w �200 (mm2)
w = N(0.25, 0.015) (mm)

= Equation (3) with Dsmeared

Dsmeared = Equation (9)
De,cr = Equation (7)
De,uncr = DRCM

Constant composite approach Atotal = π (200/2)2 (mm2)
Acr = w�200 (mm2)
w = N(0.25, 0.015) (mm)

= Dsmeared = Equation (9)
De,cr = Equation (7)
De,uncr = Equation (3) with DRCM

Time-dependent CIF10 w = 0.25 mm = Dapp,smeared = Equation (9)
fcr(w) = 2.4
Dapp,uncr = Equation (3) with DRCM

Time-dependent CIF12 w = N(0.25, 0.015) (mm) = Dapp,smeared = Equation (10)
fcr(w) = Equation (11)
Dapp,uncr = Equation (3) with DRCM

Time-dependent CIF13 w = N(0.25, 0.015) (mm) = Dapp,smeared = Equation (10)
fcr(w) = Equation (12)
Dapp,uncr = Equation (3) with DRCM

TABLE 3 Additional parameters and equations needed and number of samples for the different approaches to adapt Equation (4) for

the whole structure

Additional
parameter

Distribution function used
in Equation (4)

Number of
samples

Uncracked concrete None Dapp,c = Equation (3) with DRCM

Δx = Beta(8.9, 5.6, a = 0, b = 50)
n

Time-dependent composite approach
Lu/Gao for the whole structure

wk = N(0.25, 0.015)
(mm)

sr,max = 38.46 mm

Dapp,c = Equation (3)
Dsmeared = Equation (8)
De,cr = Equation (7)
De,uncr = DRCM

n

Constant composite approach Lu/Gao for the
whole structure

wk = N(0.25, 0.015)
(mm)

sr,max = 38.46 (mm)

Dapp,c = Dsmeared = Equation (8)
De,cr = Equation (7)
De,uncr = Equation (3) with DRCM

n

Time-dependent CIF whole structure pcr = 0.65%
w = N(0.25, 0.015)
(mm)

Dapp,c = Equation (3) with DRCM n�(1-pcr)
Dapp,c = Equation (10)
De,uncr = Equation (3) with DRCM

n�pcr

CIF Schmiedel
(2018)10

CIF Kwon (2009)12
CIF Zhang (2011)13

fcr(w) = 2.4
fcr(w)
= Equation (11)

fcr(w)
= Equation (12)

dcr-adaption pcr = 0.65%
dcr = 0.9�a

Δxuncr = Beta(8.9, 5.6, a = 0, b = 50) n�(1-pcr)
Δxcr = Beta(50�0.9, 5�0.9, a = 0, b = 250) n�pcr
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approaches are presented in Figure 9. If pcr equals zero,
pf(50) corresponds to that of the uncracked concrete. For
the CIF approaches, a 100% cracked surface corresponds
to the pf(50) for the cracked area. Whereas for the com-
posite approaches, a 100% cracked surface corresponds to
the pf(50) in the crack, where solely De,cr is considered.
As expected, an increasing pcr leads to an increase
of pf(50).

The results for the dcr-adaption in Figure 9(a) show
that pf(50) is strongly dependent on the crack depth dcr.
There is a linear relationship between pcr and pf(50), with
an increase in slope if dcr increases. The parameter study
also shows that pf,lim(50) is not reached even for deep
cracks, if pcr is <10%.

For the investigated range of crack width, the rela-
tionship between the pcr and pf(50) is linear in the CIF
approaches. Figure 9(b) shows that for the investigated

crack width in the range between 0.2 and 0.3 mm,
pf,lim(50) is only exceeded by CIF Kwon et al.12 In con-
trast, the composite approach is highly sensitive to pcr,
with a nonlinear relationship to pf(50). If Dcr is kept con-
stant with time, the pf(50) exceeds pf,lim(50) starting at
pcr ≈ 0.01%, while pf(50) of the time-dependent compos-
ite approach exceeds pf,lim(50) starting at pcr ≈ 0.65% of
cracked surface.

5 | LIMITATIONS OF THE
EXTENSIONS FOR CONSIDERING
MACRO-CRACKS IN SERVICE LIFE
PREDICTIONS

The evaluation of the different fib chloride model exten-
sions for the cracked concrete clearly highlights the
inconsistency between them. This demonstrates the
strong dependence of the probability of failure on the
model extension used. To explain these inconsistences, a
detailed discussion on the assumptions and limitations of
the different approaches is provided in this section.

The fib chloride model assumes a one-dimensional
chloride ingress. However, in case of cracked concrete
the transport process is three-dimensional. The concen-
tration of chloride ions in crack can quickly reach to that
at concrete surface and can diffuse in perpendicular
direction and starting from the crack tip into the concrete
matrix.32–34 Numerical modeling approaches on the other
hand are suitable to investigate chloride ingress in
cracked concrete using two-dimensional or three-
dimensional geometry.35,36 Such models can be used to
systematically investigate specific crack parameters such
as crack width and crack depth and also complex

FIGURE 6 Probability of failure after 50 years pf(50) for

uncracked concrete and in the cracked area, which includes a

single crack (w = N[0.25 mm, 0.015 mm])

FIGURE 7 Dapp,c in dependence of the crack width w used in Equation (4) (a) after 5 years and (b) 50 years
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processes, such as multi-ionic coupling effects,37–41 can
be considered in modeling. Additionally, numerical
transport model can be coupled with mechanical model
to simulate crack propagation and its effect on chloride
transport,39,42 which cannot be easily accounted for with
analytical solutions.

For the CIF approaches, experimental investigation of
chloride concentrations in cracked areas is necessary.
The latter is highly sensitive to the used drill diameter.
For wider drill diameters, the fraction of sound concrete
in the powder sample will be higher and correspondingly,
the chloride content will be lower. Furthermore, the mea-
sured chloride profiles are dependent on the crack depth
and on the crack width and hence result in different
values for CIFs. The latter should therefore be deter-
mined as a function of crack depth and crack width, com-
parable to the approach given in Reference 43. However,

the chosen drill diameters and the crack depths are
hardly reported in the discussed studies.10,12,13 Further-
more, the amount of chloride applied to the structures
during the service life is not comparable in these studies.
Therefore, the CIF approaches should only be used for
the service life prediction of the structure, which they
were determined from. In other words, these CIFs shall
not be used to examine other structures.

The dcr-adaption is the only approach considered in
this study, which can account directly for the crack
depth. The determination of the distribution function of
the crack depth is, however, not straight forward.
Because in practice, the crack depth of flat concrete com-
ponents is usually determined by core sampling.44 This
procedure is destructive and involves a lot of effort.

For the composite approaches, the time-dependency
of the diffusion coefficient has a major impact on the pre-
diction result. Assuming that a crack is a void, ongoing
hydration or chloride binding in the crack cannot be con-
sidered. Therefore, Dcr should not be included in
Equation (3) as done in the constant time composite
approach. However, crack healing can reduce the diffu-
sion coefficient in the crack with time. For marine struc-
tures built of cementitious materials, it is reported that
cracks smaller than 105 μm can heal or seal themselves
autogenously and stabilize chloride penetration.45 There-
fore, the reduction of Dcr with time should be recognized
for small cracks. For this, further systematic investiga-
tions are needed to characterize the influence of crack
sealing on Dcr as a function of crack width and time.

The composite approach of Gérard and Marchand5 is
only derived for separating cracks where dcr equals the
component thickness. Bending cracks, however, have a
limited dcr. Experiments with bending cracks showed,
that they offer a resistance to chloride penetration, which

FIGURE 9 (a) Fraction of cracked surface area pcr vs. probability of failure pf for the dcr-adaption for different crack depths dcr
(a = concrete cover). (b) pf vs. pcr for the CIF approaches and the composite approaches

FIGURE 8 Calculated probability of failure pf for uncracked

concrete and the whole structure with 0.65% cracked surface pcr for

50 years
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is directly proportional to dcr. For such cases, addition-
ally, a series layout can be used to obtain composite diffu-
sion coefficients as shown in Figure 10, which has been
suggested by Russo et al.46 It must be emphasized that
the determination of the diffusion coefficient concerning
the composite approach with a parallel and series system
is only a suitable predictor for the chloride ingress close
to a crack and not for the whole structure.47

In addition, it must be emphasized that Dsmeared from
the composite approach (Equation (9)) is not exactly
same as the analytical formula from the composite media
theory of Gérard and Marchand5 (Equation (6)). Their
approach can hardly be used in the context of the fib
chloride model, because De,smeared would need to be
transformed to account for time dependent effects on dif-
fusion phenomena. In addition, the fib chloride model
needs the experimentally determined DRCM,0 as an input-
parameter, which is equivalent to Dapp,uncr for the
uncracked concrete. As a consequence, the approach of
Lu et al.6 and Gao et al.7 given in Equation (8) was
adapted in this study to Equation (9). It was not possible
to evaluate the influence of this discrepancy on the model
results as the binding isotherm of the concrete considered
in the case study is not known.

The holistic approach to consider the cracked area
within the whole structure leads in the service life predic-
tions to very low probabilities of failure. However, it is
well established that cracks can cause serve damage
locally48,49 and consequently lead to the end of service of
the structure. In order to classify how critical a crack for
the durability of the concrete structure is, not only the
crack depth and crack width but also other crack proper-
ties such as the location of the crack,1 the crack orienta-
tion to the reinforcement,50 and the crack spacing47 must
be considered. For modeling the chloride ingress into
cracked concrete, it is important to know if the crack
path is in contact with the rebar. If this is the case, the
chloride transport toward the rebar is most likely not dif-
fusion controlled, as it is assumed in Equation (4). More-
over, the limit state of depassivation due to the exceeding
of the critical chloride content as described in
Equation (5) will be reached within a short duration.

Therefore, to predict the durability of concrete with
cracks that reach to the rebar limit states regarding the
corrosion kinetics should be used. For all presented
model extensions, it has therefore to be assumed, that the
cracks do not reach the rebar. It has to be highlighted
that the latter assumption is contradictory to Equation (8)
given by Lu et al.6 and Gao et al.7 because the used crack
width wk (which is defined in the Eurocode 2) is the
crack width at the rebar.51

6 | CONCLUSIONS

In this study, different approaches to extend the erf-
solution (and thus also the fib chloride model) for the
chloride ingress in cracked concrete are presented,
applied, and discussed. Commonly used approaches are
smeared diffusion coefficients which can be determined
with the composite approach or the CIF approach. Addi-
tionally, an alternative approach has been presented in
this paper, which is the adaption of the convection zone
in the crack.

A case study for a cracked reinforced concrete tub-
bing segment exposed to chloride and largely saturated
with water was carried out. For the uncracked concrete
structure, the probability of failure after 50 years
pf(50) was predicted to be 0.74%. For the cracked struc-
ture, pf(50) was as high as 90% if the constant composite
approach, in which the diffusion coefficient in the crack
remained constant over time, was used. The time-
dependent composite approach and the CIF approaches
predicted pf(50) between 2.06% and 17.48% in the cracked
area and between 0.76% and 10.02% for the whole struc-
ture including cracks. This demonstrates the strong
dependence of the predicted probability of failure on the
model extension.

The modification of the one-dimensional fib chloride
model is a rough approximation of the process, because
the diffusion of chloride in cracks is three-dimensional
process. The CIFs should only be used for the structures,
which they were determined from. For the application of
the composite approach in the fib chloride model, further
research is required to realistically represent the time-
dependence of the diffusion coefficient and the chloride
binding in the crack. Adapting the convection zone, the
crack depth is recognized, but the influence of a specific
crack width cannot be included. Finally, it must be
emphasized that the fib chloride model can only be
extended for cracked concrete if the crack does not reach
the rebar. In the case that the crack reaches to the rebar,
the limit state assumption of depassivation is not applica-
ble as the critical chloride concentration at the rebar sur-
face can be reached within a short time period. In further

FIGURE 10 Diffusion coefficients for bending cracks: Parallel

system until the crack tip, serial system for whole structure
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investigations, the limit state of depassivation should be
replaced with the limit state of critical reinforcement
section loss due to corrosion, to increase the accuracy of
the service life prediction. In order to determine the ser-
vice life of cracked reinforced concrete components more
realistically, the three-dimensional chloride ingress
should be investigated numerically (e.g., using FEM) in
combination with probabilistic input parameters.
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